Any Questions?
Just call 1300 836 522

Cute Bucket Hat
www.cleverpatch.com.au/ideas/byproducttype/sewingandtextiles/cutebuckethat

Create your own wearable art! Show your friends how creative you are and
stay sun smart at the same time with these cute bucket hats.
Search terms: Hat, bucket hat, sun, sunsafe, summer, fabric paint, bright,
outdoors
SEARCH TERMS: Hat, bucket hat, sun, sunsafe, summer, fabric paint, bright, outdoors

Materials:
10796  Fabric Petals  75g Pack
10897  Student Scissors  Pack of 20
12242  EC Fabric Paint  500ml  Set of 9 Colours
12505  CleverPatch Glue Gun Starter Set
16164 
17672  Cotton Bucket Hat  Each
10715  Splash Mat  Blue
10785  Felt Bundles  Squares  Pack of 100

How to:
STEP 1
Lay down your splash mat to avoid mess then take your plain bucket hat and decorate using the fabric paints. We used one colour
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multiple colours  be as creative as you like!

How to:
STEP 1
Lay down your splash mat to avoid mess then take your plain bucket hat and decorate using the fabric paints. We used one colour
for all over the hats however you may wish to use multiple colours  be as creative as you like!

STEP 2
Fold up the brim of your hat and use the hot glue gun to stick the fabric petals in a circle, layering the petals to create a flower
shape.

STEP 3
Cut a circle out of the yellow card and glue in the centre of the flower to finish off your cute bucket hat!

STEP 4
Another option for decorating your hat would be to use felt to cut out shapes and create a design that you can then stick on. The
possibilities are endless!
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